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Play your Mercury regular Monaural long- play recordings
on a Stereo phonograph? Please do. The sound quality of
any Mercury long-play recording is actualJv enhanced on
a btereo phonograph.

orchestra coxiductecL by
STANLEY WILSON
from the RevueTV series starringWARD BOND
ROBERT HORTON

The title “WAGON TRAIN" is the property of Revue Studios
and all rights thereto are reserved.

TS/LG 20502
AtMfJ AVAn.Attl.K ON HTKUKO HUtajiru

COLLEEN
Wnrla Moran’* Storv^Ala»ka Mualc (ASCAP) 2:30

MY INDIAN BROTHER
(From “Boi« Wilcox” Storv^
Alaska Music (ASCAP) 2:16 * *

JUMPIN’ JACK RABBIT
Anoel" Story)

Alaska Music (ASCAP) 2:12

CLOSING THEMEWAGONS HOI (^1)
Alaska Music (ASCAP) 2:26

GOLDEN WEST
(From “Jenny Tannen” Storv^
Alaska Music (ASCAP) 2:01

SHARE MY FIRE
(From “Rodney Lawrence” Storv'l
Alaska Music (ASCAP) 2:48

TOMORROW
(From “Jenny Tannen” Story)
Alaska Music (ASCAP) 2;35

VIVIAN
(From The “Vivian Carter” Story)
Alaska Music (ASCAP) 2;is

CHUCK WOOSTER
(From “Chuck Wooster” Story)
Alaska Music (ASCAP) 2:10

WAGONS HOI y2)
Alaska Music (ASCAP) 1:38

NIGHT SHADOWS
(From “Jennifer Churchill”)
Alaska Music (ASCAP) 2:16

LAMENTO
(From “The Conchita Vasquez” Storv)
Alaska Music (ASCAP) 3:11

SIROCCO
(From “Juan Ortega” Storv)
Alaska Music (ASCAP) 2:20
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Thp nrnrt u A

become something more than Just a weekly T.V. WESTEUbJhe producer, Howard Christie, has made each episode reflect some human emotion that could take placeanywhere at any time. However, by setting them against a background of pioneering hardsh^ tW~
crZl^

Our work, in setting music to fit these stories, has always been a challenge. We try in each episode tostay away from the cliche "Western, horse-opera music,” and to create new ways of expressing musicallywhat the viewer sees on the screen. We have been fortunate in being able to secure some of the moltimaginative of American composers to write the scores for this series, names which have become familiarthrough their excellent work in Academy Award films. The results of some of their efforts are containedm this album. We feel that each selection has not only been successful in setting the mood of the scene
for which it was written, but stands by itself as a strong musical composition.
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ORIGINAL TV MUSIC FROM

WAGON
TRAIN
orchestra conducted by

STANLEY WILSON
from the RevueTV series starring

WARD BOND
ROBERT HORTON

The title “U AGOTv’ TRAIN"* is the property of Reme Studios

and all rights thereto are reserved.

MG 20502
ALSt) AVA/L.AHUt ON STKR90 SR Ml

COLLEEN
(From “Jose Marla Moran** Story)
Ai«sAj Mu5 (ASCAP)t so

MY INDIAN BROTHER
(From **Be)e Wilcox” Story)
AltshM Music (ASCAP) t:15

JUMPIN' JACK RABBIT
(From “Kitty Angel” Story)
Afsska Music (ASCAP) t:1t

CLOSING THEME
WAGONS HO! («1)
Atssks Music (ASCAP) t.t5

GOLDEN WEST
(From “Jenny Tannen** Story)
Alssks Musk: (ASCAP) 2:01

SHARE MY FIRE
(From “Rodney Lawrence" Story)
Aksks Miisk (ASCAP) 2.4S

TOMORROW
(From “Jenny Tannen’* Story)
A/isks Musk (ASCAP) 2:35

VIVIAN
(From The “Vivian Carter" Story)
Alaska Musk (ASCAP) 2:15

CHUCK WOOSTER
(From “Chuck Wooster" Story)
Alaska Musk (ASCAP) 2:10

WAGONS HO! (*2)
Alaska Musk (ASCAP) 1:38

NIGHT SHADOWS
(From “Jennifer ChurchiU“)
Alaska Musk (ASCAP) 2:16

LAMENTO
(From “The Conchita Vasquez" Story)
Alaska Musk (ASCAP) 3:11

SIROCCO
(From “Juan Ortega" Story)
Alaska Musk (ASCAP) 2:20

STANLEY WILSON

HI-FInformation

This steroophonk and monophook recording session was made at United

Recording Corp., HoUywood, in the firm's largest studio, A, whkh Is sizeable

enough to house a pro basketball game. Milton T. (Bill) Putnam, president

and audio engineering pioneer, handled the aura! controls throughout. Though
this recording has a most cohesive sound, the various units whkh compose
the full large orchestra Involved were scattered throughout the expansive

floor area. Proper use of the most modern microphones available assisted

greatly in making this a top^guality recording. Accent mikes utilized included:

BassSAO fentone SB; Plano-RCA 44BX; Guitar-^EJecUo-Voke 666R;

Orums-^Teladi 125; Vlbes--RCA 77DX; Reeds—B A O fentone SB; Brass-
Telefunken U47; Harp—Tekfunken KM56; Strings— Telefunken U47. For

those listening to the stereo version, you’ll note that the string and brass

sections were divided Into halves, so that each channel has a different portion

of the string and the brass choir, playing a separate part of the arrangement.

The entire recording was taped on Ampex 35U2 tape recorders at 15 inches

per second.

Stan Wilson
Muskal Conductor

Play your Mercury reguJar Monaural long play recordings

on a Stereo phonograph? Please do. The »und quality of

any Mercury long-play recording is actually enlianced on

a Stereo p>honograph.

Since 1958 millions of people, all over the world, have been spending an hour each week watching and

listening toWAGON TRAIN. This show has become something more than just a weekly T.V. WESTERN.

The producer, Howard Christie, has made each episode reflect some human emotion that could take place

anywhere, at any time. However, by setting them against a background of pioneering hardship, these

emotions become all the more sharply defined, and the reasons for the characters’ reactions become all

the more crystal clear.

Our work, in setting music to fit these stories, has always been a challenge. We try in each episode to

stay away from the cliche ''Western, horse-opera music,” and to create new ways of expressing musically

what the viewer sees on the screen. We have been fortunate in being able to secure some of the most

imaginative of American composers to write the scores for this series, names which have become familiar

through their excellent work in Academy Award films. The results of some of their efforts are contained

in this album. We feel that each selection has not only been successful in setting the mood of the scene

for which it was written, but stands by itself as a strong musical composition.
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TCHAIKOVSKY 1812 Overture forigmal scoring with canrion and
bells); Capriccioftalien Minneapolis Symphony. Dorati MG50054

MARCH TIM£: 12 Marches by Goldman and others. Eastman
Wind Ensemble, Fennell. MG50170

*^fHtES!ENNEtuiTt.t»«o
'SUt MIUT R.t>M 0.«t,

BIZET Carmen Suite; fArlisienne Suites 1 and 2Detroit Symphony, Paray MG5013S

DEBUSSY La Mer; Iberia: Prelude to "The Afternoon of a
Faun ’ Detroit Symphony, Paray MG50101*

THE COMPOSER AND HIS ORCHESTRA; HANSON Merry Mount
Suite. Eastman-Rochester Orchestra, Hanson. MG50175

BOUERCr .

S!M:;r" KnPSftKQV CAPRICCIO
Paul Paray DETROIT SYMPHONY

MERCURY
LIVING PRESENCE
ALBUMS FOR YOUR
RECORD LIBRARY

The finest recordings of classical music in the world

are identified by the words "living Presence." That

phrase tells you why they are unique They alone o1 all

fine recordings take you into the "living presence" of

music, with recorded performances rnore vivid and life-

like than you could hear even in your favorite corxeert halt

How they achieve such realism the success story of

Mercury's special concept of recording, the now-famous
single-microphone technique. No matter how large or

small the ensemble to be recorded, only one microphone
is used. It is placed in the auditorium's focal point, the

location at which the music blends most beautifully with

the acoustical resonance of the hall Here the orchestra

is heard in absolute balance, the instruments retain their

individual timbres, and the clarity of the scoring is

preserved perfectly.

Once this single delicate microphone has been hung
and its position carefully tested, it is not moved through-

out the course of the recording session Furthermore, the

sound which it relays to the recording machines is never

altered by Mercury engineers. They do not attempt to

make soft portions louder or loud portions softer, they

do not meddle electronically with orchestral balances.

What you hear on a Mercury living Presence disc is

exactly the performance of the conductor at the time of

the original session. Dynamics, tempos, nuances -they

are ait the product of his artistic knowledge and inspira-

tion, and they are precisely put onto disc by Mercury’s
highly skilled technical and musical staff

Only orchestras and artists who have proven their

musical reputation are invited to record for Mercury,

and they perform via disc the compositions on which
their fame especially rests, thus assuring the record

buyer of definitive interpretations, no matter whether
he prefers the ballet or the march. BartOk or Gershwin,

the pipe organ or the piccolo.

Throughout the process of transferring the original

performance on tape to an equally exciting and faithful

version on disc, the Mercury classical staff spares no
effort to assure the buyer of a product that will give him
hour after hour of listening pleasure. Ultra-quiet sur-

faces, precision cutting and pressing, carefully-inspected

packaging, the most detailed and expensive precautions

are taken to assure the highest quality in every Mercury
living Presence album.

A few of the masterpieces now in superkjf Living

Presence recordings are pictured on this record )Kket
Many, many more are available at your favorite record

shop, as well as a catalog of the er^tire senes. The words

“living Presence*’ on each of them Is your guarantee of

the ultimate in superb music and sound.

( V.

RAVEL BoMrO; RIMSKY KORSAKOV Capriccio Espagnol
Detroit Symphony, Paray. MGS0020*

T7!L/.^ Mffl AvAiLABLt ,n NC tTCMro ^tCOMOtNOa an fOtLOWINO THF NUMUKIt INOI-
J •LIONTt.V Ueu^LLV aiCAUCL A *HOr*T WONK MA£. httN OMiTTCO OH XlOOlO



mercury
LIVING PRESENCE
albums for your
record library ^

The finest recordings of cfassical music in the,'"®''''

are identified by the words "Living Presence. That

phrase tells you why they are unique. They alone ot^ au

fine recordings take you into the “living presence of

music, with recorded performances more v»v»d and life-

like than you could hear even in your favorite concert ha\i.

How they achieve such realism is the success story o

Mercury’s special concept of recording, the now-famous

single-microphone technique. No matter how large or

small the ensemble to be recorded, only one microphone

is used. It is placed in the auditorium’s focal point, the

location at which the music blends most beautifully with

the acoustical resonance of the hall. Here the orchestra

is heard in absolute balance, the instruments retain their

individual timbres, and the clarity of the scoring is

preserved perfectly.

Once this single delicate microphone has been hung

and its position carefully tested, it is not moved through-

out the course of the recording session. Furthermore, the

sound which it relays to the recording machines is never

altered by Mercury engineers. They do not attempt to

make soft portions louder or loud portions softer-, they

do not meddle electronically with orchestral balances.

I What you hear on a Mercury Living Presence disc is

exactly the performance of the conductor at the time of

the original session. Dynamics, tempos, nuances—they

are all the product of his artistic knowledge and inspira-

I tion, and they are precisely put onto disc by Mercury’s

I highly skilled technical and musical staff.

Only orchestras and artists who have proven their

« musical reputation are invited to record for Mercury,

B and they perform via disc the compositions on which

3 their fame especially rests, thus assuring the record

m buyer of definitive interpretations, no matter whether

M he prefers the ballet or the march, Bartok or Gershwin,

H the pipe organ or the piccolo.

^ Throughout the process of transferring the origina

performance on tape to an equally exciting and faithfu

version on disc, the Mercury classical staff sparer n

OLLIBES Sylvia (complete ballet).

London Symphony, Fistoulari. 0L2-106
BIZET Carmen Suite-, L'Arl6sienne Suites 1 and 2.

Detroit Symphony, Paray. MG50135CHERUBINI Medea (complete opera.

Callas, Serafin, La Scala. 0L3-104

FESTIVAL OVERTURE. Od. ^9 corioinal scoring)

CAPRICCIO ITALIEN

ANTAL CXDRATI
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra

University of Minnesota BRASS BAND
BRONZE CANNON Strasbourg. Franco 0760

bells of the Harknoss Memorial Tower. ....

Spoken Commentary by DEEMS TAYLOR

tphaikOVSKY 1812 Overture (original scoring with cannon and

bells); Capriccio Italien. Minneapolis Symphony. Dorati. MG50054
DEBUSSY La Mer-, Ib6ria-, Prelude to "The Afternoon of a

Faun,” Detroit Symphony, Paray. MG50101*
GERSHWIN Concerto in F; Rhapsody in

pianist; Eastman-Rochester Orchestra. Hanson. MG50138

FREDERICK FENNELL

bstrnan Spchonic

Wind Er^W K

VI.miFOUS STMFBIIVr

ism mri

i\\

MARCH TIME: 12 Marches by Goldman and others. Eastman

Wind Ensemble, Fennell. MG50170

THE COMPOSER AND HIS ORCHESTRA; HANSON Merry Mount

Suite. Eastman-Rochester Orchestra, Hanson. MG50175
OFFENBACH Gaft^ Parisienne; STRAUSS-DORATI Graduation

Ball. Minneapolis Symphony, Dorati. MG50152

raVCL. BOL.ERO
RIM3KY-K0RSAKSV CAPRICCIO

Paul Paray DETROIT SYMPHONY

mmRSON
I m

I

RAVEL Bor6ro; RIMSKY-KORSAKOV Capriccio Espagnol

Detroit Symphony, Paray. MG50020*Concerto. Yehudi Menuhin, violinistMUS/C OF LEROY ANDERSON. VOL. II.

Eastman^Rochester ''Pops.'' Fennell.
BARTOK Violin C

Minneapolis Symphony, Dorati. MGbOlAU

rOLLOWING THL NUMOEM INDl-

HAS BLLN OMITILD OH ‘ADOLD
ALL THESE ALBUMS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE I

N

CATES THAT THE STEREO VERSION HAS BEEN CH
4VING PRESENCE STEREO RECORDINGS

MiGED SLIGHTL,Y, USUALLY BECAUSE A

SYLVIAAURIJ MENfCHINl

SYiviC!

EUGENE Ufitr

HOWARD HASSON

EASTMAN-ROCHESTER

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

BARTO.K^
VIOLIN-
CONCERTO

\

PRINTED IN U.S A.



CLEBANOFF STRINGS
HERMAN CLEBANOFF AND THE
Songt From Great Films

*SR 60017 MG 20371

HIGi
DAVID CARROLL AND HIS ORCHESTRA
The Festhery Feeling

SARAH VAUGHAN—Vaughan And Violins

BROOK BESTON
It's Just A Matter Of Time

PATTI PAGE— Indiscretion

PERCUSSION

AT WORK

I

-
. TfOKIlS IW TMt UtlWSY L .V, M //SS*

f
' - r :

U,p mil thlny ronws ahnu ^ love in bloom

iitarl.-d unh Vo,,

»fMfVP,tP*HEN

hig»^«deuty HIGH FlDEUT-y
the platter

PETE RUGOLO AND HIS ORCHESTRA
Percussion At Work

ON^FTIOM
:BEATFILMSi

THE SONG t-ROrA MOULIN ROUGE
ISTHE WIND

>AYONARA

^PRE^LOVE
HREECOINS INTHE FOUNTAIN

YOUNG
STMUA mr 9tAmLm*r

GRIFF WILLIAMS AND HIS ORCHESTRA
We Could Have Danced All Night -SR 60021 MG 20334

iniprox isarions to music

MIKK MCI lOLS
& t;IvAixi': ma^

MIKE NICHOLS—ELAINE MAY
Improvisations To Music sR 60040/MG 20376

HIGM'^EIPEUTY
DICK CONTINO
Dick Contino At The Fabulous Flamingo *SR 60079/MG 20375

fm'
SR 80003/MG 36122

DINAH WASHINGTON
Dinah Washington Sings Fats Waller SR 80011 MG 36119

MUSIC I

FOR YOUR *

LISTENING AND
\

DANCING PLEASURE
'Vou are now the possessor of one of

'

many fine Mercury High T’idelity mon- V

aural long play albums. Your record
dealer has scores more— jiopular, jazz
und classical— to choo.se from. A few
are illustrated on this PROTECT IVK
ENVELOPE. T he envelope itself gives
your record greater protection from
dust, scratches, and abrasions. Its use
and a little care will help insure practi-
cally permanent perfection of perform-
ance. Some tips on care are; always
handle your records so that you do not
get fingerprints on the playing surface.
If you do get fingerprints, or dust, on a
record wipe it off gently with a slightly
moistened soft cloth or use one of the
specially treated cloths available at
your record dealer. Also, it’s wise to
store your records upright—not lying
fiat on top of each other.

IMPORTANT NOTE; All Mercury
monaural discs can be safely played on
a stereo player. In fact, the sound of

such discs will be even more brilliant.

But whether you use a regular or a

stereo player there’s one thing sure

—

"THE FINEST IN HI-FIDELITY
MUSIC FOR YOUR EVERY MOOD
IS ON MERCURY RECORDS.”

’SR number also indicates this album is aeailable

in sterdo

MERCURY RECORL CORPORATION

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
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3W<M FROM
iREATFILMS
I HE SOPHS ¥nom fMOUUN HwGF
ILOISTHE WIND

SAYONARA
"fc ...

LOVZ •‘rm^firatmmarnr^A.u--
S/rf’v LOVt

RRY-S THEME
fhree coins in the fountain
OONGLOW AND THF'IVIE >

—

—
'ICNOLY PERSUASION6
HlOl^;

OtfCMiSTRA Tf CrMl Motion

>"-»« •SIMIIMXOJV:
Pictura Ttiftam •• »»

JXAVZD CAJUflOtl.

FIOEUTTV
MCRMAN ClCBANOrr AND TH( CUBANOrf STRINGS
So«ft From Groat Film* ,jp

JtitOILFEIDEUTY
DAViD CAAftOlL AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Thf Feathery feetinf

SARAH VAUGHAN Vaufhan And VioHns *SR 60038. MG 2tX370

•SR 60026 MC 20286

BROOA BENTON raHI PAGE-IttiittCfMion •$« 600W MG 20405
M Jaft A Matter Of Time »SR 60044 MG 20421

10003 MG 36177

MUSIC
FOR YOUR
LISTENING AND
DANCING PLEASURE

GRIFF WILLIAMS AND MIS ORCHCSTRA
We Could Mev# Danced All Niehl *SR 60021 /MC 20334

imprf>\ isiitior, : to music

MlKi: NICI loi.s
&: l/I.AIM-: MA^’

MIKE NICHOLS ELAINE MAY
Improviutioat To Mui»c *SR 60040 MG 20376

HiOMo4=IDELmr
DICK CONTINO
Dich ContiRO At The Fabutout Flaminfo *SR 6007S MG 20375

HIOM^DEUTY

You are now thr- of of

many fine Mercury High Fifielity mon-
aural long play albums. Your rec^n-rj

dealer ha-> Hcore-^ more~p>opiil;ir. ya/.z

and classiftal—to choose from. A ft*w

are illui^trat>ed on thU PHOTFCTIVK
P-NVPd/)F^K. The enveloix* itself

your record greater protection from
dust, sF:ratches, and aViranionis. It- u.*54*

and a little care will help in-4ure practi-

cally j>ermanent t>erfection of perfoim-
ance. Some tip-^ on care are: alway.s

handle your record.s no that you do not
get fingerprints on the playing nurface.

H you do get fingerprints, or du.sl, on a
record wipe it off gp^tly with a ^slightly

moistened soft cloth or use one of the
specially treated clothe availaVile at
your record dealer. AWi, it*- wuv- to

store your records upright not lying

fiat on top of each other.

IMPORTANT NOTE: All Mercury
monaural discs can be safely played on

a stereo player. In fact, the sound of

such discs will be even more brilliant.

But whether you U5ve a regular or a

stereo player there's one thing >.ure

"THE FINEST IN Hl-FIDEUTV
MUSIC FOR YOUR EVERY MOOD
IS ON MERCURY RECORDi^

’

•SR nvmhrr oUo * '' - «*«*NM*

in *i8W«

DINAH WA^jHlNGTON
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3. SHAflK MY FIRE (From “Rodne
Lawrence Story**) . 2:48

••Jonnl
Churchill**) * 2:16

5. IMMENTO (From **The Conchit
Vosquex Story'*) - 3:11

6. CLOSING THEME (WAGONSHO NO. 1!) • 2:25
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